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360º Parties Return to Manchester Cathedral
Due to high demand the epic electronic disco will return to
Manchester, headlining top Global DJs The Shapeshifters,
Kirollus & Supernature Disco

Manchester, 17th January 2023 - Having taken UK cities of Edinburgh and Liverpool by

storm, 360º will return once again to the city in which it first landed, Manchester, on February

10th 2023.
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The party series brings electronic music lovers a unique way of experiencing house, techno and

disco sets against the most incredible of backdrops. Conceptualised by Fever in collaboration

with JBM Music, these one-of-a-kind events promise a visual spectacle in which there is always

a 360º element. In other words, whether it be via a centralised stage or a centralised dancefloor,

the DJ is visible from all angles. This, combined with mesmerising light shows and a state-of-

the-art sound system creates an incredibly immersive sensorial experience.

For its highly anticipated return to Manchester, the 360º experience will be held in the city’s

historic Cathedral, a striking, Grade I listed building with origins in the 13th century.

Partygoers will dance to disco sounds on a beautiful marble dance floor surrounded by the

stunning architecture of this national heritage site.

360º events are known for showcasing the scene’s most iconic DJs, and Manchester’s February

event will be no different, headlining none other than house music legends: The Shape Shifters.

The English-Swedish dance music duo - who have been at the forefront of electronic scene for

15 years - have released and remixed numerous commercial and underground hits including

Lola's Theme, Back to Basics, Incredible, as well as working with artists such as George

Michael, Nile Rodgers & Chic, Christina Aguilera, Madonna and more. They will host an

exclusive disco music set. Also gracing the decks will be Kirollus & Supernature Disco.

Music-lovers are invited to experience a disco with a difference in a truly unforgettable setting.

Ticket prices start at £15 and are available here

Manchester 360º: The Shapeshifters, Kirollus & Supernature Disco

Location: Manchester Cathedral

Date: February 10th, 2023

Tickets: Now on sale & available through Fever’s marketplace here

Visuals: Image  s      can be found here

About The Shape Shifters:

The Shapeshifters is the current alias of English house producer Simon Marlin and a former

duo comprising Marlin and Swedish producer Max Reich, from Gothenburg.The Shapeshifters

have been signed to Defected Records since 2008. They are best known for their debut single

"Lola's Theme", which went to No. 1 on the UK Singles Chart in July 2004. Formerly producing

and touring as a duo with Max Reich, Marlin has continued working and performing under the

Shapeshifters moniker as a solo act since 2017.
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ABOUT FEVER

Fever is the leading global live-entertainment discovery platform, helping millions of people every month to
discover the best experiences in their cities, with a mission to democratize access to culture and entertainment
in real life. Through its platform, Fever inspires its community to enjoy unique local experiences and events, from
immersive art exhibitions, interactive theatrical experiences, festivals, classical music concerts to molecular
cocktail pop-ups while empowering creators with data and technology to create and expand experiences across
the world.

About Kirollus:

Kirollus will light up any stage with his infectious high energy DJ sets and unrivalled passion

for music. It wouldn't be too far-fetched to say that Kirollus is the most important figure funk

and boogie has had since Dâm-Funk's industry breakthrough in 2008. Known for his joyful

energy that's both refreshingly genuine and incredibly infectious, watch any of his Defected

Broadcasting House shows and you'll see exactly why Kirollus is swiftly becoming one of the

most exciting selectors of recent years.

About Supernature Disco:

Supernature Disco is a DJ Collective playing house and disco in Manchester and beyond.

Resident DJs include BB, Richie V, James Greenwood &Rob Jones. Dedicated to the party.

About Manchester Cathedral:

Manchester Cathedral is a striking building with origins in the 13th century, that has remained

a centre of worship in the city for hundreds of years. With stunning stained glass, imposing

arches, and ornate details everywhere you look, Manchester Cathedral is an inspiring addition

to any visit to the city.
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